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Abstract
The quantum algebra of observables postulated in hep{th/9805057 is constructed up
to degree five. All independent relations of degree four are given; they involve three
as yet undetermined parameters. Denitions and symbols are used as introduced in
the above-mentioned article.
In the course of constructing the quantum algebra of observables of closed bosonic
strings moving in 1+3 dimensions the cycle of degree four of the deformation routine
has been carried out. This means that all the relations of degree four have been
properly taken into account, and that the resulting algebra consistently satises all
correspondence postulates in degrees ve and lower. Due to the immense computa-
tional eort involved in this cycle, all the necessary operations were performed with
the help of Mathematica routines specially designed to take advantage of the so(3)
representation space structure.
In order to nd all the implications in degree ve of the truly independent relations
of degrees four and lower, in addition to the bU-relations of degree four obtained in the
preceding cycle, four further relations have to be taken into account: One relation
dening the maximal abelian algebra ba: [ bBn(3)0 , bBn(1)0 ]0 = 0, and three dening the
action of the element bBn(3)0 on the subalgebra bU. The latter are obtained from the
corresponding relations of the classical algebra of observables by means of the steps
i) { iv). Before having established consistency in degree ve, these relations involve 60
new parameters, 9 of order ~2, 47 and 4 of order ~ and ~3 respectively. Moreover, there
remains one further parameter in the bU-relations, which has not been determined in
the previous cycles, namely f.
As it turns out | remember that the dimension of each subspace homogeneous
with respect to degree, spin and parity is explicitly known | there is one further truly
independent relation in the spin-parity channel 0+. All other bU-relations of degree ve
follow from the bU-relations of degree four without the use of bBn(3)0 and bBn(1)0 . Therefore,
the postulate that there are no relations without a classical counterpart entails that
all relations induced to degree ve from the relations of degree four which involvebBn(3)0 are linearly dependent on the already obtained relations. Linear dependence
disregarding terms of degree lower than ve is ensured by construction. By the said
postulate, the coecients of lower degree terms must vanish, thus giving restrictions
on the 61 parameters.
To be explicit, the relation [ bBn(3)0 , bBn(1)0 ]0 = 0 is promoted to degree ve, spin-parity
1−, 2− and 2+ with the help of bSn1, bSn2 and bTn2 respectively, and the truly independent
relations of degree two are promoted to degree ve with the help of bBn(3)0 , producing
relations of spin-parity JP = 4−, 3+ (two), 3−, 2− and 1+. All in all, a total number
of 569 coecients of terms of lower degree than ve are required to vanish, each
coecient being, up to a common real or imaginary square root, a polynomial in the
parameters with rational coecients.
At rst considering the linear homogeneous equations, it turns out that, as in the
cycle before, all parameters of rst order in Planck’s constant must be equal to zero.
Using this result in the other equations, the ones obtained by the vanishing of the
terms of degree two involve parameters of third order in ~ only. They are homo-
geneous and imply the vanishing of all these parameters. Amongst the now linear
inhomogeneous equations involving the parameters of second order in ~, seven turn
out to be independent. The equations implied by the vanishing of the coecients
1
in front of terms of degree one are inhomogeneous; they involve products of para-
meters of order ~2. It turns out that these equations are satised trivially, as soon
as one reduces the system with the help of the equations obtained before. Hence,
requiring correspondence and consistency up to degree ve leaves three parameters
undetermined: besides f two suitably chosen parameters g1 and g2.
The vanishing of all parameters of odd degree in Planck’s constant supports the
conjecture that a Z2-grading will survive the construction process of the quantum
algebra of observables. As in the previous cycles, all equations giving independent
restrictions on the parameters are linear. Therefore, we still expect the parameters,
initially dened to represent real numbers, to be rational-valued indeed.
Here are the relations dening the action of bBn(3)0 on the subalgebra bU with the
remaining parameters in them:
JP = 2+:





















































































































f bJn1, [[bSn2, bSn1]2, bTn2]1g2
+ i 311647
3240






























f[bTn2, bSn1]2, bSn2g2 − 20219 q
5
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f[bTn2, bSn2]0, bSn2g2 + 18387491620 q
1
35











































































6 [bSn2, bSn1]2 + (10631600 f + g2 − 14338420110125  p6 f bJn1, bTn2g2 ,
JP = 2−:






















































































































f bJn1, [[bSn2, bSn1]1, bSn1]1g2
+ i 617311
81648

















f[bTn2, bSn1]1, bTn2g2 − 12316105q
1
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f[bSn1, bSn1]1, bSn1g2 + i 24339788376545q
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ff( bJn21)0, bJn1g1, bSn1g2
− i (788
45




[bTn2, bSn1]2 + (29975713113400 f + 23 g1 + g2 − 25364447366911481750 p
6 f bJn1, bSn2g2 + i (3106891136080 f + 6 g1 + 1554446111382725  f bJn1, bSn1g2 ,
JP = 1−:




[[[bTn2, bSn1]1, bTn2]3, bTn2]1 + 225 














[[bTn2, bSn1]2, [bSn2, bSn1]3]1 + i 11563159 p10 












































f bJn1, [[bSn2, bSn1]2, bSn1]2g1
+ i 7691401
1326780




































































































f( bJn21)2, [bTn2, bSn2]1g1
+ 67594798
142155

























































[bTn2, bSn1]1 + i (22229104110565 f − 12 g1 − 321124581594975425  q
3
5
f bJn1, bSn2g1 − (23189809236925 f + 6 g1 − g2 + 15531593255398034  p2 f bJn1, bSn1g1 .
Outlook and Conclusion
Due to the rapid growth of the number of bU-relations induced from lower degrees
and their substantial increase in complexity, carrying out the deformation routine
in the cycle of degree ve will be rather time-consuming. We anticipate that for
the construction of the algebra satisfying the postulates up to degree six very little
information, possibly none at all, has to be gained from the classical algebra in the
form of additional truly independent relations.
The only truly independent relation of degree ve, the above-mentioned relation
with spin-parity 0+, has been computed. It introduces 22 new parameters in the
course of the next cycle: 14 of order ~, 7 of ~2 and one of order ~4. In addition to
the bU-relations of degree ve the action of bBn(3)0 on the truly independent relations of
degree three has to be taken into account. From our experience in the previous cycles
we expect that the number of independent parameters among the total of 25 will be
reduced drastically when going through the next cycle.
The fact that all correspondence postulates can be consistently implemented up
to degree ve seems to be far from trivial to us. Our computations suggest that
there is an underlying structure ensuring consistency to all degrees. To uncover this
structure will be the aim of further investigations.
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